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Given the explosive increase – and increasing importance – of software patents worldwide, patent attorneys and counsel representing clients involved with software must have access to reliable information on the patent processes in the world’s key markets.

**Software Patents Worldwide** is the only resource providing expert insights and how-to guidance on drafting patent claims around the world, which means you can cut research time, protect your clients’ interests, practice with confidence and avoid errors – even in unfamiliar territory.

**NEW! Country-by-Country Coverage of Software Patent Law in a Single Reference**

A brand new resource, Software Patents Worldwide covers both mature and developing systems, enabling you to ask the right questions in each circumstance. This one-of-a-kind resource will help you answer key questions such as:

- What is the proper procedure for obtaining a software patent?
- How do we enforce our patents?
- Is it even worth obtaining a patent in this jurisdiction?
- How do the requirements of one jurisdiction compare to those of another?
- How is the country’s Patent Act interpreted by local courts?
- And more!

And Software Patents Worldwide also provides cross-jurisdictional insights, including:

- How to draft the software patent so it will be accepted in most countries/regions
- How to draft the software patent so it will be enforceable in key countries/regions
- Strategies on selecting which countries/regions in which to file

“Treats all major countries worldwide in a most comprehensive and competent manner. Amazing – this is what every software patent practitioner has been waiting for!”

Markus Hössle, German and European Patent Attorney and Partner at HÖSSLE KUDLEK & PARTNER in Stuttgart, Germany
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**Expert Guidance Enables You to Draft Patent Claims in Foreign Jurisdictions**

Each chapter of *Software Patents Worldwide* follows the same outline, making it easy to find information quickly – and compare jurisdictions!

- Introduction to Country/Region
- Frequently Asked Questions Regarding Software Patents in the Country/Region
- Introduction to the Legal System of the Country/Region
  - Court System
  - Patent System
- Overview of the Software Industry in the Country/Region
- Legal Basis According to Current Patent Act
- How the Patent Office Interprets the Patent Act
  - Patent Examination Guidelines in General
  - Specific Guidelines for Software Patents (If Any)
  - Specific Guidelines for Business Method Patents (If Any)
- Historical Development
- Fields of Technology – Specific, Noteworthy Examples that Demonstrate the Scope of Protection Afforded to Software Patents in the Country/Region
- Infringement and Enforcement Including:
  - How Software Patent Litigation is Conducted
  - How Damages are Assessed and Enforced
  - How Injunctions are Awarded and Enforced
- Future Directions
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**About the Editor**

**Gregory A. Stobbs** practices intellectual property law and specializes in computer law, computer hardware, software patents and litigation at Harness, Dickey & Pierce, a patent firm with offices in Troy, Michigan, St. Louis, Missouri and Reston, Virginia. He has practiced patent law for over twenty years and currently devotes much of his time to representing large, international clients in Asia and the United States. Mr. Stobbs holds degrees in electrical engineering and law from the Ohio State University. He is the author of two treatises on U.S. patent law, *Software Patents and Business Method Patents*.
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